Learning objectives

Cooperate in groups

Strength / Weaknesses

Analytical & reflective

Applications

NGS

Formulate/perform a project

Explain key steps

Unix command line

Theoretical principles
When/Where/How

• 22/06-17 from 10am

• Fix your poster on stands upstairs in Bldg 208
When/Where/How

- 22/06-17 from 10am
- Fix your poster on stands upstairs in Bldg 208
- All students have to present from 10am, short introduction to the examiners
- 5 examiner teams (senior + PhD student) evaluate in parallel
When/Where/How

• Groups start in (semi-)random order
• ~10-15min project poster presentation by the group (you decide who should present the poster)
• all group members move to the far end of the room
• individual exam per students (~10-15min)
• after individual exam you are welcome to leave or stay at the opposite side of the room
• no contact between group members before-after exam
Posters

1) The group number, student names and student numbers of all group members must be stated on the poster

2) The poster must specify the individual students contribution to the project. It is allowed to state that everyone contributed equally

3) The poster must not extend the poster board (160 cm high, 120 cm wide)

You can print posters at the DTU library for 20-30kr

http://wiki.bio.dtu.dk/teaching/index.php/Poster
Questions